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Seidlitz Social Media Info

• Like us on Facebook
Seidlitz Education 

• Follow us on Twitter 
@Seidlitz_Ed

• We look forward to forging new connections 
with you!



Picture a classroom

• The ELL wants…
• The teacher wants...
• I want...



Agenda
• Introductions

• What are EL-Focused Instructional Rounds

• Identifying Campus Needs

• Targeting Best Practices
– Literacy Routines
– 7 Steps

• Monitoring Instruction
– Walkthroughs
– Coaching
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Floresville Middle School
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How do humans acquire language?

Comprehensible Input
+

Low stress opportunities for output
=

Language development



Comprehensible Input is received 
when…

• a person hears or reads a message in the 
target language and has sufficient background
and context to understand the message.
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Teach content as if it’s 
a foreign language.
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Language Language
Learning Acquisition



Comprehensible input
happens when …

•Affective filter is low
•Interest is high
•Context provides 
meaning

Low stress output 
happens when…

•Affective filter is low
•Interest is high
•Learner has 
internalized, or has 
access to new 
language structures
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What are EL-Focused Instructional 
Rounds?

• Identify campus needs

• Understand what to look for in the classroom

• Support teachers in meeting EL-focused goals

• Achieve measurable gains within the current 
school year

• Developing structures within the instructional 
program for long-term, sustainable growth
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What’s the process?
• Identify campus needs:
– EL data
– Data on instructional practices

• Set goals for improvement

• Monitor gains:
– EL data
– Data on instructional practices

• Adjust goals for improvement
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Implementation Survey
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Determining Campus Priorities

• Which fit best with the culture/direction of your 
campus?

• Which will be most challenging to implement?
• Which will be easiest to implement?
• Which will have the highest impact?
• What would effective implementation look like?
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I think _______is important because…
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Step One:

Teach students what to say when they 
don’t know what to say.

Students either respond or ask for help and then 
respond.
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Instead of “I Don’t Know”

• May I please have some more information?
• May I have some time to think?
• Would you please repeat the question?
• Where could I find more information about 

that?
• May I ask a friend for help?
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Step Two:
Have students speak in complete 

sentences.

Provide sentence stems and multiple 
opportunities to engage in structured 

conversations.
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Complete Sentences

Students should practice speaking in 
complete sentences because...
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Complete Sentences

Students should practice speaking in 
complete sentences because...

In addition...
Also...
Finally...
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Step Three: 
Randomize and Rotate

Remember to respect students’ need for 
support.
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Step Four: Use Total Response 
Signals

Written Response
Ready Response
Making Choices

Ranking
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Randomize and Rotate

24 students total
4 use language
17% expression

Volunteered
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Randomize and Rotate

24 students total
10 use language
42% expression

Randomized
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Total-Response Signals
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Step Five:
Use Visuals and Vocabulary 
Strategies that Support Your 

Objectives
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Visuals & Vocabulary

• Pictures

• Gestures

• Realia

• Word parts

• Cognates

• Cross-linguistic connections
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Step Six:
Have students participate in 

structured conversation.

If students don’t verbalize;
students don’t internalize. 
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Structured Conversation

• Question

• Signal

• Stem

• Share

• Assess
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QSSSA: essential for quality talk
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• Question

• Signal

• Stem

• Share

• Assess

sets up structure for thinking and 
academic speaking

ensures total participation and 
lowers affective filter



When to have structured conversations?
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question 
during 
lecture

call on 
random 

student(s)

pre-reading 
analyses

“I notice/I wonder” 
partner/group talk

reading

partner/group 
discussion

writing 
prompt

partner/group 
discussion

writing

quick turn-
and-talk



Structured Conversation
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When and how should you use 
QSSSA in your classroom(s)?

I should use QSSSA…
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Step Seven: Have students 
participate in structured 

reading and writing activities.
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Structured reading and writing
Writing with a purpose
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Prompt: Describe good teaching.

Audience: secondary school principals
Format: 4-6 sentences
Content: • include 2 examples of how teacher actions 

lead to improved student outcomes
• use the words “pedagogy” and “assessment”

Good teaching occurs when…



Structured Reading and Writing
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What is important about structured 
reading and writing?

What I need to remember about 
structured reading and writing is…



Implementation

• Elementary
– https://youtu.be/zO0EW2rDLdE
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https://youtu.be/zO0EW2rDLdE


Maintaining culture momentum

Honeymoon 
period
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Keep up the culture momentum!



The purpose of the walk-through
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• Focus on 2-4 campus priorities

• Collect campus-wide data showing growth or 
stagnation

• Facilitate coaching conversations driven by reflective 
questions centered around strengths.

0 1 2
Almost to 1

“Awesome! How do we get to 1?”
At 1
“Awesome! How do we get to 2?”



The walk-through does NOT…
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• Measure compliance

• Evaluate performance

• “Check boxes” about fidelity of implementation

0 1 2
Non-Example

“You didn’t get a score of 1 because…”
Non-Example
“You would have gotten a 2 if…”



Observation

• 0 = Action not 
observed

• 1 = Action partially 
(or infrequently) 
observed

• 2 = Action observed 
as described
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Normalizing
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Use your campus walk-through 
form on this sample lesson.

What were the commonalities in 
your observations?

What were the differences in 
your measurements? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HIyanWcXNA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HIyanWcXNA


Setting campus goals

Where is the campus currently (where are the SI teacher 
leaders currently)?

What do you want the end of the year to look like?

What are the targets for each month?
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Exit ticket
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This training…

Today…


